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Frequently Asked Questions 1.



What is Child of Lebanon (CoL) and what is its mission? CoL is a benevolent effort, which started in 1996, whose mission is to assist selected child caring Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) across Lebanon in their effort for the relief of poverty, distress and suffering and the protection of the good health and the advancement of education of children in need. Those NGOs, with whom CoL has developed the needed level of trust and transparency, would preferably be small to medium sized institutions and have no political or ideological affiliation or pronounced religious bias. CoL is registered by the Charity Commission for England & Wales as a Charitable Trust under # 1090039 (www.charitycommission.gov.uk) which allows donations to be tax deductible for UK tax based individuals and institutions. CAFAmerica, a US charity screening agency, has also allowed donations to CoL to be tax deductible in the US (www.cafonline.org/cafamerica). The individuals involved in the running of CoL will be referred here below as trustees.



2. Why would I consider making a donation to charities through CoL? a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j.



Through CoL, donations are allocated to a number of institutions across Lebanon. Some donors may be hesitant to, or refrain from making a donation because of concerns as to the proper use of their donation. CoL addresses those concerns by maintaining a close and regular follow up with the assisted institutions. Other donors may contribute on an irregular or sporadic basis. CoL provides the means and the catalyst by which such assistance can be made on a regular and sustained basis. Often, individual donations are made to larger, well known institutions that may have the means of reaching donors outside Lebanon. CoL assists, in addition to some of those institutions, also small to medium less known ones, which have limited or no ability to tap on donations from abroad. Your donation, when aggregated with other donations to CoL, can meet the funding needs of specific projects which otherwise would not be realized. The pooling of such projects allows CoL to secure quantity discounts for quality products and services. Raised contributions are donated in full, without any deductions to the recipient institutions. In the case of UK and US tax based donors, the law allows for donations they make to CoL to be tax deductible. Moreover, in the case of the UK, the law also allows CoL to receive direct from the Inland Revenue a tax grant (please refer to item 13). In some cases, donations by individuals to UK registered charities (such as CoL), are matched by up to 1 to 1 by the firms they work for. CoL is committed to keep the donors informed on a timely, detailed and transparent fashion on the progress of the effort.



3. How do you keep the donors informed? a. b. c. d.



From December to June, the donors are informed once a month by e-mail, or else by fax or orally, on the aggregate donation amount raised. A two page progress report is issued in December, March and July. The July report summarizes what was achieved the preceding financial year (July to June). The annual report is distributed in November. It presents in detail what was achieved the previous financial year and gives a description of each of the assisted institutions as well as other relevant information. Also included are CoL's financial statements prepared by Deloitte & Touche. Face to face meetings with the donor are held whenever possible.



4. What about CoL's expenses? The running expenses of CoL are fully covered by the trustees. The raised donations are distributed in full, without any deduction, to the assisted institutions.



5. How do you decide on the choice of a recipient institution? The prospective institution should be dedicated to the well-being of the child and have no political or ideological affiliation or a pronounced religious bias. CoL will initially meet a number of times with the managers, visit the premises, and seek to develop the needed level of trust and transparency. Those visits are conducted by a trustee based in Lebanon, often accompanied by other trustees when in Lebanon. CoL also submits to the institution a series of queries, and a request to



receive their yearly financial statements as well as those of the last 5 years. Third party opinions on the prospective institution are also sought and taken into consideration.



6. How is the allocation of the donations decided for each institution? CoL has established, and maintains through on-going contacts, a relationship of confidence with the institutions it assists and it intends on growing its support over time. CoL could however refrain from allocating donations to an NGO in favor of others if it determines that the funds would be better employed for the benefit of the children. The potential allocation of donations to further new institutions would need to take into account the stated objective mentioned in item 1. The allocation decisions are taken unanimously by the trustees and should best address the needs of the recipient institutions taken as a whole.



7. How are the allocated donations made? The regular dialogue with the institutions allows CoL to have a global view of their financial needs and their future projects. To date, the majority of the donation amount financed specific projects, the balance being allocated in cash. Distributions are made during the year as needs arise and donations are raised.



8. How many institutions do you envisage assisting eventually? A comprehensive geographical coverage would entail including about 18 institutions. This number is also a function of CoL's ability to maintain a regular and efficient dialogue with the institutions and of the raised donation amount.



9. CoL has raised a relatively large amount of donations. I would rather give to other associations. Through CoL, donations are allocated in their entirety to the institutions. The higher the aggregate donation amount, the more these institutions will benefit from your support. Each donation is effective, ensures continuity and enables CoL to meet larger essential projects and needs of the institutions. It is our hope to gradually build a reliable and growing source of donations in the years to come.



10. Have you assigned titles to the trustees? No titles are assigned. Coordination amongst the trustees is continuous and meetings are held twice a year, usually in London and Beirut.



11. What are CoL's current and future points of contact? CoL is present in the UK, the US (New York & San Francisco), Greece, France, Dubai and Lebanon. CoL's plans are to establish other points of contact in the Gulf, the US and Canada.



12. As a UK tax based donor, do I get a tax relief by making a donation to CoL? Yes if you are taxed above the 22% basic rate. The donor can reclaim 23p for every Pound he donates. Moreover, CoL can also claim, direct from the Inland Revenue, a grant of 28p for every Pound donated. A STG 1,000 donation hence translates for the donor to a cash disbursement of STG 770, and a cash receipt to CoL of STG 1,280. (Please refer to the annual report for more details)



13. Can a firm in the UK apply the donation it makes to CoL against its taxable income? Yes in full if it is a UK tax based firm.



14. Do you intend registering CoL as a Charity for tax purposes in other jurisdictions? It is CoL’s objective to be eventually registered as a Charity in the US. Currently US tax based donors need to make their donation to CAFAmerica and suggest CoL as the ultimate grant recipient. All grant suggestions must beforehand be approved by CAFAmerica’s Board of Directors. CoL has already received donations through CAFAmerica without any exception. We have determined that French law also allows such a treatment for a French Registered Charity. We will keep you informed on the progress.
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Frequently Asked Questions 

May 1, 2011 - When using the script distribution feature, how can my scripts refer to other ..... (http://www.sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid= ...
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

Feb 2, 2011 - control > Universal Enclosures > Spacial.pro). 2.2 Why is Spacial.pro ... 3.1 What is the minimum configuration required for Spacial.pro? ... Documents. This folder contains prices, exports, User Catalogue and projects saves.
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frequently asked questions 

You can print your ticket by logging on to your account at ticketweb.com. If you have ... La agenda publicada en su sitio personal es la versión más actualizada.
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GETTING STARTED FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

d'un contrÃ´le intelligent qui rÃ¨gle automatiquement le cycle en fonction de la charge sale et de la tempÃ©rature d'eau entrante. Ce contrÃ´le prend les dÃ©cisions ...
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Grammar : most frequently asked questions 

Grammar : most frequently asked questions. 1-Past VS present perfect exples : It happened two years AGO (il y a â€¦.) PAST. It has happened FOR ten years ...
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Errata, Frequently Asked Questions & Appendices 

Errata, Frequently Asked Questions & Appendices. ERRATA. These corrections have been input in successive reprints of the Rule Book, when we considered ...
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Grammar : most frequently asked questions 

http://www.perfect-english-grammar.com/present-simple-future-simple- .... advanced : http://www.esl-lounge.com/student/grammar-exercises-advanced.php.
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mutants & masterminds frequently asked questions - The-Eye.eu! 

Mar 31, 2005 - Is the bonus from Improved Block limited by power level? .... Make the duration of all of the Alternate Form's non-instant powers permanent and you've got it. ..... this time, but as the flagship product of its line, a foundation we.
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Frequently Asked Questions - michel-noel.com PRO 

To use your Speedo Aquabeat, you must put music, podcasts or other audio files on your computer and then download them to your Speedo Aquabeat. When.
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www.lebunited.org - Child of Lebanon 

The teaching and training sessions target the 35 teachers of the Preschool and Elementary ... Introduction to learning disability: definition, symptoms, types and diagnosis. .... progress and coordinate efforts and take remedial actions if need be.
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Viper FilmStream Camera: Frequently Asked Questions 

and use your light meter. Another ... correction at all for white balance, gain, linear matrix, gamma ... processing can be changed, and you capture â€œlinear in lightâ€œ,.
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Vibration Manual 09 Frequently asked questions 

First, when I got my new iPhone and first tested Vibration I noticed that the Y and Z axes did not work. If you see this, before you call Apple and complain that ...
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FT-817 FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions - W1NPP 

Jun 21, 2002 - A copy of the FAQ in the Adobe pdf format is maintained in the "Files" area ..... is available at http://www.bob.freeth.dial.pipex.com/polarplot/download.shtml. ... and a SASE {Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope with US postage or IRC}. .
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mutants & masterminds frequently asked questions - The-Eye.eu! 

Mar 31, 2005 - Are NPC heroes created like villains (determining their power level ... See the Protection power on page 96, in particular the description of the ...
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Frequently Asked Questions about Nonlinear Science - Applied 

Or in other formats: http://amath.colorado.edu/pub/dynamics/papers/sci.nonlinearFAQ.pdf PDF Format, http://amath.colorado.edu/pub/dynamics/papers/sci.
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Pocket eReleve Frequently Asked Questions V2.pdf 

Pocket eReleve Frequently Asked Questions. V 1.1. What is Pocket eReleve? Pocket eReleve is a software tool that allows collecting field data with different type ...
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GSMA PathFinder Service Frequently Asked Questions 

Frequently Asked Questions. 1. What is PathFinder? Rooted in Carrier ENUM and offered as a managed service by the GSMA and. NeuStar, PathFinder is the ...
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IBIS4-14000 Frequently Asked Questions - bazznetwork 

May 22, 2006 - IBIS4-14000 Frequently Asked Questions. Table of Contents. 1. Why do some sensors have dark rows that move in correlation with the ...
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 1: SAW FILTERS 

PHILIPS SEMICONDUCTORS. CONSUMER SYSTEMS NIJMEGEN. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS. 1. SAW Filters. 2. Diode Modulator for linear zoom. 3.
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Frequently Asked Questions about Nonlinear Science - Applied 

To some extent this FAQ is now been superseded by the Dynamical Systems site run by SIAM. ..... For a dynamical system to be chaotic it must have a 'large' set of initial conditions which are highly unstable. ..... Though it may sound simple it is no
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Child of Lebanon presentation file 

The July report will summarize what was achieved the preceding financial year, ... projects. â€¢ The institutional donors were: Merrill Lynch, Deutsche Bank, ING, ABN, Calyon,. BNP Paribas ... building was used as an asphalted car parking. An area of
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Donation Details - Child of Lebanon 

We are committed to keep the donor informed on a timely, detailed and ... From January to June, the donors are informed once a month by e-mail (or else by fax ...
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Funded projects - Child of Lebanon 

a photocopy machine, a fax, a printer and an industrial type dishwasher â€“ 01 / 02. âž¢. $7,100 for 2 PCs .... children. The space is also rented out for seminars for an average $2,000 ... $3,008 for a teacher training program on Active Learning tec
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Donation Details - Child of Lebanon 

An account in the name of Child of Lebanon has been established at HSBC in London and at. SGBL in Beirut. A receipt will be issued once the donation amount ...
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